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Ireland - Gothic ENLIGHTENment
New Ross, a thriving town set in rich rolling
countryside on the banks of the river Barrow,
was one of the first Irish towns to be
developed by the Normans. By the first half
of the thirteenth century it had already
established itself as a successful port due to
its key location, becoming by the end of that
same century the busiest harbour in Ireland.
Nowadays, the bustling town of New Ross...

read more...

Japan - Godzilla is back in town
Almost two years ago, Godzilla reappeared in
Tokyo, but this time as a marketing and
communication tool, a tourist attraction
symbol of prosperity and diversion for the
renowned Kabukicho Ward, the red light
district of Shinjuku. The fire-breathing,
building-stomping monster was appointed
tourism ambassador for Shinjuku ward, a
night-life district known for its down-home
bars and noodle restaurants....

read more...

Nordeon Group international projects Germany
As part of the Nordeon Group, we would like
to share with our readers international
projects finalized by our sister companies
around the world. This month we will focus
on .hess Licht+Form and one of its latest
intallations in Germany. Kesselbrink Bielefeld:
Multifunctional square with character Effect
lighting for the square, uniform lighting for
the walkways: With the individually

the walkways: With the individually
configurable...

read more...

The LAMP Lighting Solutions Awards
2017 already have their finalists!
Every year our sister company LAMP Lighting
Solutions organizes a competition to reward
the best architectural lighting projects of the
year submitted by lighting designers,
architects, urban planners, interior designers,
engineers, landscapers or students in four
different categories: 1. ARCHITECTURAL
OUTDOOR LIGHTING 2. INDOOR LIGHTING
3. URBAN AND LANDSCAPE LIGHTING 4.
STUDENTS PROPOSALS...

read more...

Long Weekend
Dear Customers and Partners, we would like
to inform you that our offices will be closed
for the International Workers' Day on May,
1st....

read more...

LFI 2017: Back to Philadelphia
As the U.S. largest annual architectural and
commercial lighting trade show and
conference,...

read more...
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